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Each year during the final weekend of August, our parish dedicates the second offertory 
collection to a program that has been simply called “Adopt-A-Student”. The “adoption” 
of our SFdS students should be seen more than merely generously contributing to the 
tuition assistance program that we make available to our families in need. Instead, it 
should be more aptly seen as helping to fund the life changing gift that our parish 
extends to those families in search of an excellent Catholic education for their child, but 
might require assistance in making our school a reality for their children.  
 
During the latter weeks of the summer, the lines contained in the articles of my School 
Notes section have described the architectural and aesthetic transformation that has 
occurred within our charming little schoolhouse. And having had a front row seat to this 
process, I continue to be amazed how the dedication of so many has brought to life the 
dreams of our school and parish. Although, I must candidly admit, the true essence of 
our 66 year old school building and the recently completed Parish Center classrooms 
truly came to life this week as 205 Penguins waddled ashore to their school home. And 
yet, for a growing number of families, the idea of our Catholic education seems more 
idealistic rather than a likely reality. In many ways, a school community is a microcosm 
of our larger society. And in the populace of any such group, the effects of a local 
economy and its effect on individual families can often bring about some challenging 
realities. To this point, each summer families share with me their stories on how 
professional opportunities may have dwindled so dramatically that it has become 
increasingly difficult to completely fund their child’s Catholic school education. 
Moreover, how a life changing event such as losing a job or being overwhelmed by 
mounting hospital bills may have depleted their family’s savings. And as you might 
imagine, each of these families would likely find themselves in a challenging position to 
fully afford their monthly tuition. As well, we also have parish families who may have 
long wanted to send their children to our parish school, but didn’t view themselves as 
being able to financially afford our entire tuition.  Each of these scenarios present a real 
life portrayal for a number of our families who seek assistance so that they might be able 
to provide their child the gift of our Catholic school education.  
 
During my five years at St. Francis de Sales, I have seen a growing need for tuition 
assistance as evidenced by the increase of applications for financial support. And each of 
the previously shared scenarios reminds us that many within our parish value Catholic 
education and are searching for ways to help provide this gift to their child. So as you 
consider your contribution to this week’s second offertory collection, know well that 
your selfless generosity will help our school provide the blessing of an excellent faith-
filled education to other parish families. In a significant way, trust that your kind 
support helps bring joyful life to our charming little schoolhouse. And on behalf of our 
school community, I would like to thank you for your generous contribution to our 
“Adopt-A-Student” collection. 
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